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COMMANDER’S VIEW 

When will it end you ask? This lock 
down is so over done and basically 
maybe more restrictive than 
necessary.  Now that the CDC as 
redacted their original numbers of 
deaths from Covid 19, everyone is 
in denial.  Do not get me wrong, I 
take this pandemic seriously, but 
the flip flopping on restrictions is 
pretty life wrecking! 

Not only has this virus impacted our 
modeling, it has impacted all our 
lives. Having to wear a mask 
everywhere you go is only plain 
crazy and medically proven not 
effective unless someone is 
coughing and has the virus.  I am 
sure I can trigger arguments here 
but will let it go at that. 

I see where a lot of you are out 
flying at OCMA and Prado and a lot 
of you, myself included are not. 

I am nervous enough flying without 
worrying about a field Marshall 
telling me I am standing too close 
and put my mask back on.  So 
easier for me to stay in my nice 
shop and build for now anyway. 

Many events are canceled as you 
all know and hopefully the Vegas 

event will still hold and recent 
conversations say they will as will 
Top Gun.  There may be some 
restrictions, but mainly sanitary 
wash stations and social distancing, 
which is not to difficult to manage, 
hopefully! 

Our meeting is still on hold until the 
governor releases the indoor 
restrictions and the three weeks on 
indoor dining is up, but still not 
released.  I am hopeful as I am sure 
you are that October will be able to 
enjoy each other’s company and 
conversation along with Show and 
tell at our regular meeting. 

I talk to the James Event people 
regularly since my RV is parked at 
the lake and they manage that for 
the county.  I am sure no one can 
be more anxious to get back to 
normal and hold events than they 
are.  Other than the great turnouts 
Friday through Sunday for Shoreline 
Fishing, not much else is approved.  
So, we are not the only ones without 
an event to go to. 

I have not heard from the One 
Eighth Air Force as to whether they 
will hold their fall event in October or 
Winter Warbirds in January.  There 
are a bunch of us that are sure 
looking for an excuse to get out of 
town. 

As soon as we have confirmed 
dates, Pano will publish them in the 
newsletter. Like you, I believe in a 
few months we will be somewhat 
back to normal and maybe never 
back to the normal that we know, 
but we will need to wait and see 
what develops.  In the meantime,  I 
am sure we all have projects that 
need completed or started to keep 
us off the streets. And We would 
love to see them at our next official 
meeting. 

On a brighter note, Our own Dr. Ken 
WAGS Wagner with the Lady Alice 
P51 had his beautiful P-51 lifted 
onto the deck of the USS Essex 
Aircraft carrier and ferried to Hawaii 
where he and a lot of other warbirds 
will participate in flyovers over the 
USS Missouri and the Arizona to 
celebrate the 75th anniversary of the 
end of WWII.  What a great 
opportunity for Wags and a once in 
a lifetime thrill. 

We were scheduled to be there as 
we are very year with our fleet of 
warbirds for the Pearl Harbor 
Aviation day.  That of course was 
canceled due to no large crowds or 
the thousands expected for the 
warbird flyovers.  I am sure we can 
get back on schedule for next year.  
If you go to the Pearl Harbor 
Aviation Museum website you can 
see the flight pattern of the warbirds 
flying and some good footage of 
Lady Alice on takeoff and landings 
as well as lifting the P51 onto an 
aircraft carrier.  Possibly the only 
P51 ever on an aircraft carrier. 

 

Until next month and I know its hot 
in the garage or shop, try to finish a 
project or start one to keep your 
mind involved into Scale Aircraft 
Modeling. 

I know I have my hands full 
bouncing from one model to 
another as epoxy or fiberglass sets 
up, so plenty to do here.  I hope you 
are as busy. 

Keep healthy and enjoy the hobby 
as much as possible, 

Sam 

Sam Wright, Commander 

sam-w@cox.net 

 



 

 

  

Wow! Wonderful news letter. Thank you for including me in your mailing list. 

Jerry 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

EDITORS NOTE: 

Hey All, I didn’t get any submissions for Show and Tell or What Members Are Building this month.   I 
have been busy with work and home life and haven’t been able to put any time in building this last 
month.  My boss, she had me busy with other projects around the house. 

I want to make sure that you all know that you can send in submissions at any time. If you think it’s 
too late in the month to send one in, don’t worry I can use them in future newsletters.  If not in time 
for the one I am currently working on I will hold on to them for the next one.  Please feel free to send 
in your projects.  When you do, please let me know if this is for show and tell or the what your 
building page.  For show and tell please send me at least 2 pictures and a description of the plane.  For 
What you are building please send at least 6 pictures and a description of each photo. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

  
 
 

LADY ALICE GOES TO HAWAII

Squadron member Dr. KENDALL 
WAGNER was invited to take Lady 
Alice to Hawaii for the 75th 
anniversary of VJ day. A B-25 (old 
glory) 2 PBY'S, TBM, CAF Wildcat, 
F6F Hellcat, a Stearman and several 
T-6's and SNJ's. Also, a Bearcat. 14 
planes in all, aboard the USS Essex 
A/C Carrier. 

The first I caught wind of this was on 
July 27th when Gordon Truax posted a 
single picture with the caption: 

 

“Yea, this is happening... oh and yea 
that’s an aircraft carrier!” 

 

He got a bunch of likes and comments 
including one from me.   

 

On July Tim Cardin posted pictures of 
Lady Alice hooked up with wires and 
on a crane being lifted onto an aircraft 
carrier.  

Being loaded aboard the USS Essix, at 
North Island. 

 

 

I thought, how cool is that?! I have 
never met Kendal Wagner or seen 
Lady Alice in person, but his mustang 
is one of the most iconic mustangs 
around.  At least in my neck of the 
woods.  

 

Barge ride from carrier to Hickam field. 

Doc with F‐22 Raptor and pilot 

A highlight for Ken, he was asked to 
do the Heritage flight with the F-22 
Raptor.  

Pictures submitted by Gordon Truax 

 

The link below is that of a PBY landing 
on the water. 

https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbi

d=10158651186382640&id=511357639&exti

d=FsT3EqXN8hCR9HyR&d=null&vh=i 



AMA 288 

I am sure all of you who have been around this hobby know whose AMA numbers 

these are.   This man designed some of the best flying and iconic RC planes to 

date.  Besides that he was a nice guy, of course I am speaking of Joe Bridi.  I can 

tell you that I was and still am a huge fan of his designs.  I currently have several 

kits and a ready to fly Dirty Birdy.  I love my fiber glassed Dirty Birdy. I built and 

flew back when Mile Square Park was still open, but the one I have the most 

affection for is the tweedy birdy.  I built it when I was 10 years old.  I remember 

calling all the hobby shops around asking if they had it in stock no one did.   Then 

by chance a friend said he saw one at a hobby store in Garden Grove.  I had the 

money saved and I begged my dad to drive me there but he work such long hours 

he was never able to take me when the store was open.  So I got on my bike and 

took the trek to Garden Grove.  There it was on the shelf my first pattern plane.  

This was also the first time of me building a kit without help from my neighbors 

John Bashore Sr. and John Bashore Jr.  They actually got me into this hobby and 

some of you probably 

know of them.  They had 

the 60 size version and were flying them at competitions all 

over and I just fell in love with the look.  Being a 10 year old 

kid I could only afford the 25 size tweedy birdy.  I was the best 

flying plane I had ever had.  Made me look good as a pilot (at 

least in my eyes.)  I honestly cannot remember how this plane 

came to its demise (getting old I guess)  But I can remember 

the feeling of picking it of the shelf, talking it to the counter 

and paying for it,  getting it home to start build it.  Best 

feeling in the world!  RIP Joe Bridi, and Thank you! 

 

This from David Bridi: 

"Joseph Bridi AMA 288 Pioneer of Model Aviation and goodwill ambassador to Pattern, Scale, Formula One (NMPRA) 

has passed into the Eternal Gates of Chaos, Kaos this morning at 9:45am 

Joe was 92 years old. For all the friends that kept in touch with him over the last few years you had made a difference 

in the last couple of years. He will always be remembered as everyone’s friend." 

There is a saying that when an old man passes, a library burns. That is surely the case here. He leaves us a legacy of 

great aircraft designs that will never be equaled. 

 

REMEBERED WINGS:

Tweedy Bird  1979 



 
      The AMA History Project Presents: 

Biography of JOSEPH BRIDI 
AMA #288 

Written by AMA staff (01/1997); Formatted by JS (11/2005), Reformatted by JS (08/2009; 2011)   
The following was printed in Model Aviation’s AMA News column about the 1996 Model Aviation 

Hall of Fame winner. (January 1997) 
x 

Joseph Bridi 
 
Joseph Bridi sought to bring (and managed to bring) Kaos to the modeling world! The very successful 
series of Radio Control Pattern aircraft containing the name Kaos was only one design from scores of 
models ranging from trainers to a variety of highly successful competition types. These models 
included Pattern, Pylon, Soaring, and Scale, as well as general sport flying types.  
 
These aircraft were marketed by Bridi Hobby Enterprises, beginning in 1970; and the present 
company, Bridi Aircraft, began in 1989. In addition, articles and plans from Bridi’s pen appeared in 
Radio Control Modeler and Model Airplane News in the 1960s and 1970s.  
 
Finding the competition scene an important part of his life, Bridi has competed in a variety of venues. 
In addition to Scale (from as early as 1960), one could find him at the competition wars in Pylon and 
Pattern as well. He was fifth in the international Scale competition in Bremen, Germany in 1969. For 
more than ten years, Bridi could be found among the top ten in the United States Pattern competition 
community. He competed four times at the Tournament of Champions, where he has also judged on 
several occasions.  
 
From an organizational standpoint, Bridi served as AMA Vice President from District X. In keeping 
with his competition bent, he also served as president of the National Society of Radio Control 
Aerobatics (NSRCA) on two occasions and was a founding father of the Unified Scale and Pattern 
Judge Association (USPJA). As a contest director, Bridi served the Bird’s Club for many years. 
Additionally, he acted as CD for FAI Pattern team selections in the 1970s. 
 
Bridi’s plans have been published in England and Italy. On four occasions, he was the Mexican 
national Pattern champion. He also could be found touring South Africa presenting flying 
demonstrations and speaking to clubs.  
 
The Academy is pleased to recognize Joseph Bridi from Harbor City, California as a member of its 
Hall of Fame. 

 
This PDF is property of the Academy of Model Aeronautics. Permission must be granted by the AMA 

History Project for any reprint or duplication for public use. 
 

AMA History Project 
National Model Aviation Museum 

5151 E. Memorial Dr. 
Muncie IN 47302 

(765) 287-1256, ext. 511 
historyproject@modelaircraft.org 

 

 

  
 



 
 

I was sitting under a shade tent at a giant-
scale fun fly recently when someone asked 
me where I got the longer-than-standard-
size materials I use to build my big airplanes. 
I didn’t know what the fellow meant. He told 
me that his local hobby shop carried only 
36-inch lengths of balsa and spruce, and that 
48-inch-long sticks were available only by 
special order. I said that I regularly splice my 
stringers and spars and think nothing of it. 
“But how do you do it safely?” he asked. 
These tips show some common construction 
techniques and how wood splicing should 
be done. 
 Strong Splices 
When you want to turn two pieces of wood 
into one, you can’t simply glue them 
together. Some cutting and fitting is 
necessary so that the splice will bear as 
much stress as the original wood pieces. To 
accomplish this, you have to increase the 
gluing area for the splice by cutting the two 
mating surfaces in a diagonal line. 
 

 
 
The weakest, least supported joint you can 
make is a simple butt joint. Gluing two 
pieces of wood together end to end 
provides very little surface area for the glue. 
Overlapping the two pieces is a much 
stronger way to join them, but if you want to 
use the part as a stringer or a spar, the 
overlap isn’t practical because the pieces are 
not attached in a straight line. A diagonal 
splice keeps both pieces in alignment. As a 
general rule, I make the length of a splice at 
least six times the thickness of the material 
being glued together—roughly 3 inches 
across for a 1/2-inch-square spar. 
To make the two pieces match precisely, I 
first tack-glue the two parts on top of each 
other with a few drops of thick CA while 
making sure the edges of each stick are 
flush. I then draw a straight diagonal line at 
the ends to be joined (see photos). I use my 
band saw to make the cut, and I make 
certain it is square to the top edge. I then 
sand the cut surfaces (still glued together) 
smooth with a belt sander. When the two 
parts are separated, the two angled surfaces 
match perfectly. 
To keep the two pieces aligned when I glue 
them together, I use a simple, wooden 
alignment jig. The jig is made with a flat base 
and two guide pieces (rails) glued on top 
that form a space between them that’s the 
same as the thickness of the pieces being 
glued together. For the jig shown here, I 
used pieces cut from an old yardstick to act 
as rails. I also use a piece of Great Planes’ 
Plans Protector material to prevent the parts 
from being glued to the jig when the 
adhesive oozes out of the joint. 

TIPS FROM THE SHOP

MAKING STRONG WOOD SPLICES 



 
To form the glue joint, I place one piece in 
the jig and spray it with a light mist of kicker. 
I then apply CA to the second piece and 
slide it into the jig and up against the first 
piece. After the glue has set, I use a sanding 
block to sand the face of the joint smooth. I 
then turn the part over and sand the 
opposite face smooth as well. That’s it. No 
magic—just a very strong joint. 
 

 
1 Start by   tack-gluing the two pieces to be 
spliced together with CA and kicker. Use   just a 
couple of drops of glue. 

 

 
2 On the ends of   the pieces, draw a diagonal 
line that’s about six times as long as the 
pieces   are thick. 

 
 
 

 

 
 3 Cut the   diagonal splice with a band saw, and 
make sure the cut is square to the top   edge. 

 

4 Sand the cut   edges smooth with a belt sander. 

 
5 Here, the two longerons are ready to be glued 
together. 

 
6 I use this simple jig to keep the pieces in 
alignment while the glue dries. 

 

TIPS FROM THE SHOP CONT..



 

 

7 The finished splice. 

 
8 For additional strength, I positioned the splice 
against the plywood side sheeting. 

 
9 Here you see the splice positioned close to a 
cluster junction where other fuselage members 
join. 

 
10 By increasing the gluing area   that holds the 
joints together, these 1/32-inch gusset plates add 
strength to   an already strong fuselage structure. 

 

 
11 This is a close-up of an   internal gusset plate 

used to strengthen a lower fuselage longeron. 
These are used when you want a flush outer 

model surface. 
 

 
 

Here’s a sheeting joint using similar 
thinking, from my Balsa USA Fokker Dr.1 
Triplane. All according to the instructions. 

 
 
 

Gerry Yarrish 
 
 

Updated: February 20, 2020  
 

 
 

TIPS FROM THE SHOP CONT..



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As we continue to monitor the rapidly evolving situation around the coronavirus (COVID-
19), our first thought is for the safety and well-being of our members impacted by these 
difficult circumstances.  In these unprecedented times, it is important that we come 
together to support all those impacted.  

 

MONTHLY MEETING NIGHT 

SEPTEMBER 

MEETING  



 

 

 

 

 
WAITING TO SEE WHAT EVENTS ARE GOING TO 

BE RESCHEDULED.  
 

 I WILL KEEP EVERYONE POSTED. 
 

MARK YOUR CALENDARS
 

MORE EVENTS TO VISIT OR PARTICIPATE IN 
COMING UP! 

EVENT CALENDAR

SEPTEMBER EVENTS 
September 19, 2020 - Delta Valley Modeler’s War Bird Event 

https://www.deltamodelers.org/ 

September 26, 2020 - Planes of Fame “Vintage Fest” 

 https://planesoffame.org/events/vintagefest-1 

September 26-27, 2020 - The Wes Blair Texas Scale Championships 

https://flygsw.org/ 

 

OCTOBER EVENTS 
 

October 16-18, 2020 Warbirds & Classics Over Las Vegas 

http://www.propnuts.org/events.html 

October 28-November 1st, 2020 – Top Gun  

https://www.franktiano.com/top‐gun 



 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



WES BLAIR TEXAS SCALE CHAMPIONSHIP
ffi&WWffiW

NASA QUALIFIER
DATE: SEPTEMBER26-27 2420
SITE : Greater Southwest AeroModelers Field
Hosted by the Greater Southwest AeroModelers

6909 Randol Mill Road, Ft, Worth TX 650 by 50 grass runway

Club Web Site
http://www.flygsw.org

REGISTRATION
$25 l't Entry
$10 Additional Entry

Lunch included
Drawing for Contestants

Gas Turbines not allowed

ARF's are Allowed
Advanced-Pro Am-Electric
Prizes for contestants Rafle

Texas Championship Shirts
available bv prqor4er only

CalI CD's $25.00 Bv 9-1

CONTEST DIRECTOR
Lawrence Harville
932 Calloway Ct.
Hurst, Texas 76453
Ph 817-781-9615

Lawharv@yahoo.com

EVENTS
2O2O TEXAS SCALE

CIIAMPION

SCALE MASTERS QUALIFIE,R
NASA QUALIFIER

EXPERT
ADVANCED

TEAM
DESIGNER

STATIC ONLY COMPETITION
AMA SCALE HELICOPTER

r.UN SCALE
PRO.AM\PRO

PRO-AI\ASPORTSMAN

Perfect for your first entry to scale

No Static Judging
Elect-ric Airplane

Militarv and Civilian Classes

CONTEST DIRECTOR
Darrell Abby
1201 Joshua Ct.
Bedford, TX76022
817.692.7380
darrellabbv @att.net

Pro An\SPORTSMAN -Pro An\PRO
Documentation required is a photo or drawing of your plane.
Full Documentation required f-or following classes:
Advanced includes purchased, modeler-built, or factory-built
scale models including AI{F's.
Expert, TeaF. Advanced and Scale Masters Oualifier
AMA Scale Rules-Scale Masters Rules
Texas Champion all scores are combined for highest total.
Team Scale not eligible.

SATU,RDAY 9.26
REGISTRATION 8:00 A.M.
STATIC 8:30 A.M.
FLYING STARTS 9:00A.M.

Four Flieht Rounds

STNDAY 9-27
REGISTRATION 8:00 A.M.
FLYING STARTS 8:00A.M.

Two Flight Rounds
TROPHY PRESENTATION 1 PM

Overnight Parking
No hookups.
Motels 2 miles from field.

Texas Scale
Champion

202A ?????????

PAST TEXAS CHAMPIONS
2019 Phit Koury Miss.

Darrell Abby
Lee Rice
Sonny Coleman
Olen Rutherford, Ok.
Woody Lake
Max Ficken
Lawrence Harville



 



 



  
 

SCALE SQUADRON OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

Many people from all walks of 
life find it fascinating to 
produce a miniature working 
replica of a full-size object be 
it a doll house, sailing ship or 
operating steam locomotive. 
In our case it is our passion for 
Flying Machines that 
motivates the Scale Squadron. 
 
Our members have diversified 
interests in all facets of 
aviation history, from the first 
aircraft to fly at Kitty Hawk to 
the modern-day jet. 
Advancements in technology 
have provided us with ready-to 
fly kits, on-board cameras, in-
flight telemetry, multi-
cylinder engines as well as 
high powered miniature jet 
turbines that burn real jet fuel. 
Today as scale modelers we 
pursue nearly every possible 
aviation subject with the 
confidence that not only will 
our project be successful, but 

that it may outperform that of 
its scale counterpart. 
Squadron members delight in 
the pursuit of authenticity for 
scale projects. This requires 
research and documentation of 
specific aircraft and their 
variants. Many of the flying 
replicas thus created are of 
“Museum Quality” and our 
members take to the skies with 
these flying miniatures 
regularly and successfully. On 
the other hand, not every 
member makes a scale 
masterpiece. That’s OK too! 
Whatever pleases you is what 
counts. Whether you are kit-
bashing, volunteering at 
charity aviation events, or 
making molds from scratch for 
Scale Masters or AMA 
National Championship 
competition scale aircraft, 
Scale Squadron is a club that 
embraces all facets of scale 
aviation R/C modeling and the 
related community.  

Scale Squadron Club Meetings 
are held on the 2nd Monday of 
each month at the Green 
Valley Adult Clubhouse, 
17215 Los Jardines West (just 
north of Slater) in Fountain 
Valley, CA. The meetings start 
at 7PM and last about 2 hours. 
 
Our meetings throughout the 
year include the usual club 
business as well as Member 
Show & Tell, Modeling How-
To's, Aviation and Industry 
Presentations, 
and good ol' time social 
gathering to help enlighten and 
encourage our membership to 
push the boundaries in the art 
of Miniature Aircraft 
Replication. Like-minded 
visitors are always welcome. 
All members and visitors alike 
are encouraged to 
bring their latest scale models 
and projects! 

Advancing and Promoting the Hobby of Remotely 
Controlled Scale Miniature Aircraft 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SCALE SQUADRON OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION 

NEW         RENEWAL          Recommended by ____________________________________ DATE ___________ 
 
Name _________________________________________________ Spouse _____________________________ 
 
Address _____________________________________________ City __________________________________ 
 
State ______ Zip Code ____________--_______ Email ___________________________Birthday ___________ 
 
Home Phone _____________________ Work ______________Ext ______ Mobile _______________________ 
 
AMA#______________ FAA _____________ USSMA __________ FCC/Ham ____________ EAA __________ 

MODELING INFORMATION 
 

Years in R/C  ________     Modeling Level:        New          Intermediate          Expert          Need Help 
 
Interest Area:          WW1          WWII          Golden Age          Civilian          Vintage          Jets 
 
Private or Commercial Pilots License & Type Rating _____________________________________________ 
 
Are you interested in Scale Competition?     Yes          No          Would Require Assistance 
 
How did you hear about the Scale Squadron? __________________________________________________ 
 

GENERAL INFORMATION 
 

Meeting Preferences. Check all areas that you would like to see at the monthly meetings 
 

How To          Videos          Guest Speakers          Scale Techniques          Scale Contest Prep 
 

Your Ideas ______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Would you be willing to assist at Scale Squadron Events?     Yes          No          Maybe with Help 
 

Registration          Gate          Flight Line          Judging          Scoring          Cooking 
 
Comments 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
NOTICE: This information is only for the Scale Squadron Data Base and will not be shared or sold to any outside agencies. 

Your information may be used in a Scale Squadron Membership Guide available only to paid members. 

AMA Charter 1520 

Membership in the Scale Squadron is open to all AMA members who are interested in safe, formal, and informal 
flying, including the research, building and flying of Scale R/C Miniature Aircraft. Membership Annual Dues are 
$30.00 covering January 1 through December 31. Membership begins after verification of your current Academy of 
Model Aeronautics (AMA) Membership Card and receipt of Scale Squadron membership dues. Membership in the 
Scale Squadron includes a monthly newsletter and Squadron name tag. Meetings are the second Monday of  each 
month at 7:00pm. 



 

ABOUT THE SCALE SQUADRON  

SCALE SQUADRON 
OF 

SOUTHERN 
CALIFORNIA 

 
Officially AMA 
Chartered on 

April 7th, 1977 

WHERE IT ALL BEGAN 

Scale  Modeling  is  the  accurate 
recreation  of  aircraft  in  aviation, 
from the early biplanes to the latest 
jets  of  the  21st  century.  Whether 
it’s  built  from  scratch,  a  kit  or  an 
ARF,  scale  modeling  strives  to 
recreate the airplane as historically 
accurate as possible. Paint schemes, 
rivets,  windshield  glass,  and  even 
pilots are 
faithfully  painted  and  built  to 
exacting  specifications.  The  end 
result  is  a  flying  recreation  of  the 
original full‐size airplane. 
 

Our members all have one common 
goal  ‐  to  share  their  knowledge  of 
aviation, aviation history, and scale 
modeling. 
 

Our monthly meetings are open to 
everyone,  and  often  feature  “how 
to” seminars on building and flying 
model aircraft. 
 
Each year the Scale Squadron hosts 
and  participates  in  numerous 
events,  with  the  overall  goal  of 
bringing  together  modeling 

enthusiasts from all over the world. 
Events  our  members  historically 
and perpetually attend are: 
 Top Gun 
 U.S. Scale Masters 
 Warbirds Over the Rockies 
 Arizona Electric Festival 
 Best in The West Jet Rally 
 One Eighth Air Force Fly‐in 
 Battle of the Builders 
 

The Scale Squadron also hosts their 
own  annual  event  known  as  The 
Scale  Squadron  Warbirds  and 
Classics.  This  year  will  be  the  9th 
year running of the Squadron event. 
 

The  Scale  Squadron  dates  back  to 
the  early  7O’s.  Harris  Lee,  Bert 
Baker  and  Bob  Olson  were  the 
original  founders  of  the  Scale 
Squadron  and  members  of  the 
Orange  Coast  RIC  Club.  Their 
interest  in  scale modeling  brought 
them  together  regularly  at  Lee’s 
home. The word soon got out, and 
their  numbers  quickly  grew.  Scale 
modeling  became  the  hottest  new 
interest within the R/C community. 

The first official scale modeling club 
was  formed  in  1973  with  events 
held at Mile Square Park. 
 

Scale modeling was in its infancy yet 
immensely  popular  as  attested  to 
by the large participation at each of 
their  events.  Harris  Lee  devised  a 
plan for sanctioning a series of local 
qualifiers  around  the  country  and 
then  having  a  fly‐off  to  determine 
the national  champion. Out of  this 
idea  the  U.S.  Scale  Masters  was 
started and is the premier scale 
competition  in  the  country  today. 
Pat  Potaga,  of  Scale  R/C.  Modeler 
Magazine,  helped  to  put  this 
program  on  the  map.  His  articles 
and front‐page color photos helped 
fuel the fire of scale modeling. The 
modeling  world  owes  these 
visionaries 
a debt of gratitude. Thank 
you  Bert  Baker,  Bob  Olson,  Jerry 
Ortega with special thanks to Harris 
Lee. 
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